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Despite high levels of uncertainty
in the wider world, Divine 

continued its strong performance, 
bringing benefits to cocoa farmers from 
a profitable year, and at the same time
reaching millions of customers.
Profit for the year was up 40%, due in

part to changes to the way in which 
foreign exchange contracts are reported.
This means we can again pay a dividend
to our co-owner Kuapa Kokoo, the largest
cocoa farmers’ co-operative in the world.
This is in addition to the 882 tonnes of
cocoa beans purchased from Africa, all
with a Fairtrade premium paid to 
farmers of $200 a tonne. 

In the US, sales were up 10% on last 
year, helping to offset a fall in UK sales. 
We secured distribution in several new 
national outlets, including Publix and 
CVS, and continued to show strong 
performance in existing outlets such as
Whole Foods Market. The fall in UK sales
was due to a drop in sales of own-label
chocolate, while sales of the Divine brand
grew by 6% across the group. Forward
purchases of currency made prior to the
EU referendum helped mitigate the fall in
value of sterling against the euro, while 
at the same time the US dollar has 
strengthened against the euro, helping to
insulate Divine from currency fluctuations. 
In October, we were pleased to welcome

Esther Ephraim Mintah from the western

region of Ghana to the UK for Chocolate
Week. She is a great example of a young
woman cocoa farmer who has benefited
from Kuapa’s commitment to gender
equality, and she gave a series of 
compelling talks about the work that 
goes into growing cocoa and ensuring 
its quality. In the USA, we used every 
opportunity to build awareness of the 
Divine story, such as sharing the meanings
of the Ghanaian Adinkra symbols and how
they can be applied to our everyday lives.
For the first time this year the US 

increased its contribution to directly 
supporting farmers and their families from
1% to 2%, matching the UK. This was used
both for community development, in 
particular women’s literacy projects, 
innovative work on labour standards, and
agricultural extension projects designed to
increase farmer yields.
Divine’s board of directors continues 

to guide the company with care and 
foresight. Thanks are due to Nicolas
Mounard, who relinquished his post at
Twin and Divine board membership to 
become Managing Director of Farm Africa.
He is replaced by Richard Anstead, who
brings significant experience of both the
food industry and Fairtrade. Thanks also to
Paul Langley of Christian Aid who left us
after many years of service; and to Larry
Solomon, whose knowledge of the US
market has helped Divine to grow. We will
be appointing a new US-based director in
the current year. Heartfelt thanks are also
due to one of Divine’s longest-standing
employees, Communications Director and
wordsmith Charlotte Borger, who left the
business after 13 years. Her skill in telling
the stories of the smallholder farmers who
own the company have helped steer 
Divine to being the premium chocolate
brand and pioneering social enterprise 
it is today.
During the course of the year we 

finalised ‘Growing Business Differently’,
our five-year strategy to extend Divine’s
global reach. While the year ahead looks 
challenging, the board remains confident
of the power and strength of the Divine
brand and unique business model to 
attract customers and bring benefits to
African farmers. Congratulations are 
again due to Sophi Tranchell and
her teams in the US and UK on 
steering the company through
choppy waters�

Jamie Hartzell

Chair’s report 

“
“

“...we finalised ‘Growing Business
Differently’, our five-year strategy
to extend Divine’s global reach”

Above: Divine Chair 
Jamie Hartzell 
Below: Kuapa women 
concentrating on their 
books at a literacy class in
Aduyaakrom Dadieso

This symbol is called

Denkyem.
This is a West African 

Adinkra representing a
crocodile which, through

its ability to live in the
water and on land, 

symbolises ‘adaptability’ -
one of Divine’s key 
attributes in these 
challenging times. 

 



It has been an interesting year for the
chocolate industry. We witnessed a media
furore over projections that the world
could run very low on cocoa, suggesting
we may no longer be able to take a regular
supply of chocolate for granted. Cue
headlines such as “Don’t PANIC, but we
are running out of chocolate” in The Daily
Mirror – a prospect so worrying it certainly 
galvanised consumer interest and alarm.
Meanwhile, out of the consumer spotlight,
other developments were happening.
Creeping consolidation continues with, for
example, Cargill buying ADM’s chocolate
business for $440m, following other 
major buyouts such as Kraft taking over 
Cadbury’s. Nearer to home Italian 
manufacturer Ferrero bought Thornton’s. 

This is a worrying trend towards industry
dominance, closing down competition 
and choice. At the same time there have
been notable signs of commitment to 
sustainability, with most of the major 
players making a 100% commitment to 
sustainable cocoa by 2020. We have 
seen an increase in certification, with 
these companies making measured 
commitments to Fairtrade, Utz, and 
Rainforest Alliance. These moves have
been made alongside, or as part of, huge
investment into corporate initiatives such
as Mondelez’s Cocoa Life, Nestlé’s 
CocoaPlan and Barry Callebaut’s Cocoa
Horizons, which look to secure these 
companies’ supply of cocoa well into the
future. Separately there are industry 
initiatives, such as the World Cocoa 
Foundation’s ‘Cocoa Action’, which seek to
get the major players to act collectively to
address issues in the cocoa supply chain,
and ensure chocolate does not run out.

In this environment Divine’s business
model remains truly distinctive and 
continues to set the bar for what cocoa
sustainability can look like. We applaud the
moves that have been made towards 
better conditions and training for cocoa
farmers, but most emphasis is being put
on increasing yields which in turn requires
more inputs and more labour, therefore
not necessarily delivering better incomes
to farmers. Divine sees securing a fair
price for farmers and giving them more
say in the trading system as important as
increasing yields. 

As a farmer-owned company we believe

that smallholder farmers are key not only
to the future of cocoa, but to the future of
many of the foods we consume globally.
They are the best stewards of the land,
with the skills to diversify their crops
thereby maintaining the quality of the soil,
increasing overall yield and income, and
improving nutrition at the same time. 
With enough income to invest in their
farms, families, communities, and latest
agricultural practices, the long-term 
sustainability of farming can be 
assured, as well as providing a decent
livelihood to attract future generations.
Divine has a vision of a world where 

business is done differently. We are 
uncomfortable with recently coined
propositions such as “responsible 
capitalism” and “conscious capitalism”
which still sound like oxymorons. 
What really needs to happen is a 
re-engineering of capitalism, retaining 
the drive for profit and competition, 
but with the aim of benefitting as many
people as possible, as opposed to 
making a few extremely rich. 
It is now incumbent on governments and

companies to work together to end
poverty by putting in place policies and
practices that mean we have a real 
chance of delivering on the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) and Paris
Agreement targets, with the transparency
and accountability necessary to be able 
to report progress on the way.
One of our marketing objectives is 

wherever possible to “do what other
chocolate companies can’t or won’t”. Over
the last year we’ve continued to do just
that, build our business to the benefit of
more farmers, and ensure a sustainable 
future for the delicious chocolate that
gives them pride in what they do�

Business matters

 

The United Nations’ 
17 Sustainable 
Development Goals

Business urgently needs to rise to the challenge of the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals and the Paris Climate Agreement. The context of these 
goals in the UK includes the implementation of the Modern Slavery Act.

 
“In this environment
Divine’s business
model remains 
truly distinctive 
and continues to 
set the bar for what
cocoa sustainability
can look like”

GLOBAL BUSINESS 
CAN CHANGE
Divine’s CEO Sophi
Tranchell contributed to the
latest edition of ‘The Global
Business Environment’, a
leading publication for 
business students, giving
her perspective on social
enterprise and how business
can be done differently.



 

DELICIOUS PARTNERS
For Chocolate Week we 
arranged 32 tasting 
partnerships nationwide 
and invited some fabulous
chefs to create exclusive 
Divine chocolate recipes. 
Zoe’s Ghana Kitchen
introduced some Divine 
additions to the restaurant’s
exciting Ghanaian menu.
During the week we also 
ran a ‘7 Days of Divine’ 
promotion campaign online,
with different partners each
day, following Divine USA’s
success with this format. 

With chocolate so easily available, and
usually very affordable in the UK and 
elsewhere around the world, it is not 
surprising consumers take their favourite
treat rather for granted. 
For some time now our approach has
been to encourage people to value and
cherish chocolate more – by knowing
more about the lives that depend on it, the
care, effort and attention that goes into
growing the cocoa, and how the chocolate
flavours are specially created to delight
and bring pleasure. By cherishing the
foods we love more, we hope that more
people will become aware of the potential
fragility of our food sources, and how 
people and planet matter more than 
profit if we want these supply chains to 
be secure and sustainable. 
This year we have taken consumers on a

journey from enjoying sublime new tastes
to being inspired and engaged by the
farmers who own the company. Through
powerful partnerships we have achieved
commercial targets – growing brand 
reach, awareness and sales – as well as 
enhancing our relationships and 
amplifying the voice of the farmer, high-
lighting the importance of the farmers’
role in the sustainable future of cocoa.

CHOCOLATE ENGAGEMENT
This year we used Chocolate Week, the
annual celebration of good chocolate, to
relate the quality of our product back to
the farmers. We invited Esther Ephraim
Mintah, cocoa farmer and elected member
of Kuapa Kokoo’s National Executive 
Committee (NEC), to join us to bring alive
the world of cocoa farming, creating a
programme that aimed to increase 
consumer engagement, enhance 
customer relationships, and boost 
our social media following.

Shoppers were delighted to encounter 
Esther at our customers Whole Foods
and Liberty’s, where chocolate tasting
took on a whole new dimension when 
offered by a cocoa farmer with pride in
the product her cocoa makes. At 
Waitrose HQ there was a great turnout 
of staff to meet a cocoa farmer and learn
firsthand about how Fairtrade and owning
Divine have impacted on farmers’ lives.

We ran a Divine chocolate workshop in 
collaboration with My Chocolate to 
take the tasting experience to 
another level, and exhibited again at 

The Chocolate Show at Olympia, where
Esther was the only farmer among the
guest speakers at the event. Afterwards
she was interviewed by Andrew Baker of
The Daily Telegraph and featured as a
highlight in his review. 

Esther also joined Divine at the 
Fairtrade Supporters Conference, 
where Fairtraders could talk to her in 
person and be reminded of and motivated
by the many ways their constant energy
and active support help make huge 
differences in people’s lives. 

SUPERCHARGED SPRING
Spring is jam-packed with key promotion
opportunities for Divine and the challenge
is to be innovative and creative in new
ways each year, to stand out from all the
other brands clamouring for attention 
during this extremely busy period. 
Partnerships are key and Divine has 
shown itself particularly successful at 
collaborating in ways that bring benefits 
to all parties, as well as delivering 
campaigns that are well targeted and 
engaging for consumers.

International Women’s Day falls in the
middle of Fairtrade Fortnight, and Divine
combined the two in a successful multi-
partner activation with another top 
customer, Oxfam. We created a campaign
that brought together five other leading
Fairtrade brands (Traidcraft, Tropical
Wholefoods, Zaytoun, Liberation and
Cafédirect), also on sale in Oxfam, which
included point of sale in store and a series
of targeted online and social media 
activations. All promotions included a
focus on stories of the women farmers 

UK

Top: Sam Stern’s Divine
Chocolate Orange Mousse
Above: Allegra McEvedy’s
Divine Chocolate Roulade

Chocolate to cherish

 



behind the great products. The campaign
was amplified by the Fairtrade 
Foundation and Social Enterprise UK, and
worked well not just to raise awareness of
Oxfam’s ‘best of Fairtrade’ range, but to
highlight the benefit of collaboration for 
all those involved. At the same time 
Divine orchestrated chocolate sampling
with 204 partners nationwide.

SALES UPDATE
In the context of a challenging year 
particularly in own label sales, we were
very pleased to achieve sales growth in a
number of areas. The marketing and sales
team worked closely together to create a
successful multi-platform joint campaign
with Cafédirect which featured in 
Waitrose during Fairtrade Fortnight, 
including a price promotion, placement 
of our products on gondola ends, recipe
cards, content on waitrose.com and an 
advertorial feature in the Waitrose 
magazine. This resulted in our best ever
weekly sales, with a 345% increase in rate
of sale, while Divine’s annual sales through
the store reached £1m, a growth of 25%
year on year.

Foodservice performed particularly well
with business in the travel sector growing
at the fastest rate. Key successes in this
sector included Virgin Atlantic, where 
Premium Economy passengers were able
to select a Divine Milk Chocolate Bar
among other premium snacks, drinks 
and magazines as part of the Virgin 
Wanderwall initiative. Divine also worked
with Easyjet to create a one-off 

Anniversary Orange Milk Chocolate bar
that was given away to every passenger
on the day that Easyjet turned 20 years
old. Within the travel sector there were
also new sales with Norwegian Airlines
and Southeastern Trains. 

Divine also grew strongly with key 
customers like Traidcraft, Booths, Ocado,
and WH Smiths Travel, where we achieved
new listings and/or greater distribution
across a number of areas including 
Seasonal and the Baking Bars. New 
business also contributed to growth, with
wins in Sodexo, The Chelsea Flower Show,
Patisserie Valerie, Reynolds and Asda.

Looking for opportunities to grow our 
export sales, Divine exhibited at the top
confectionery trade fair ISM in Cologne 
for the first time. We were pleased to be
making our debut on this international
stage after merging our UK and US 
business, taking the opportunity to 
meet with a range of new potential 
distributors from around the world�

Left top: Divine stand 
at ISM UK pavilion 
Left bottom: Easyjet bar

SOCIAL STATISTICS
Database 

97,405 – up 25%
Twitter followers 
26,752 – up 18%
Facebook likes 
11,216 – up 40%

NEW PRODUCTS
We brought out 14 new 
products this year. Here 
are some of the highlights. 

“We're big fans of Divine's chocolate bars, so it's no surprise 
that the Fairtrade chocolatier makes equally scrumptious eggs.
This particular one is inspired by one of the most popular flavours
in its range, the winning combination of toffee and sea salt”
The Independent

In partnership with RSPB we 
created an Advent Calendar 
with a wildlife theme

Raspberry and Dark
Chocolate Easter Egg

Toffee and 
Sea Salt Milk
Chocolate
Easter Egg

Almonds & Raisins Bar
Baking Bars

�

�

�

� �

PRESIDENT UK VISIT
Fatima Ali, President of
Kuapa Kokoo Farmers
Union, and Executive 
Secretary Mr Abrampah
Mensah were in the UK for
the Divine board meeting,
and joined us for a 
Fairtrade Fortnight 
reception in Soho. 
Fatima’s little son Kenny
came along too. 



DIVINE SAVINGS
�Recycled over 

2 tonnes of material
(61% of our total waste)

�Converted 1,500kg 
of waste into 

900 kilowatt hours 
of energy 

(enough to power 
the average American 

home for a month!)

�Saved almost 
3 tonnes of C02

(that’s as much carbon 
as is emitted by 37,500 

bananas - produced, 
shipped and sold!)

�Saved 24 trees

�We have also reduced waste in our 
deliveries to Waitrose, and Christmas 
2016 shipments from different suppliers 
in Europe to Divine USA were consolidated
as far as possible to improve transport 
efficiency.
�In the UK office we have also improved
our recycling and procurement this year.
We ensure that none of our waste goes to
landfill, and, as well as paper, card, cans
and glass, we are recycling food waste,
stationery, broken furniture, electrical 
items and clothing.
�All our stationery is recyclable or made
with recycled materials where possible. 
In the past year we’ve discovered an 
eco-friendly alternative to almost every 

stationery item you can get - including
eco-friendly, solar-powered calculators, 
staplers made from recycled plastic, and
biodegradable pens! Our supplier, 
WildHearts Office Suppliers, is a social 
enterprise which donates all of the profits
from its stationery sales to support 
small businesses in developing countries. 
�We also ensure that no chocolate that 
is close to its sell-by date gets wasted.
Several charity partners are able to make
good instant use of any chocolate we 
can offer, which they share with a whole 
range of beneficiaries.
�We are also pleased to report that we
have ensured our office cleaners are paid
the London Living Wage�

UK

THE POWER OFSCHWAB
The Schwab Foundation 
for Social Entrepreneurship
provides unparalleled 
platforms at the regional
and global level to highlight
and advance leading 
models of sustainable social 
innovation. Sophi Tranchell’s
selection as a Schwab Social
Entrepreneur of the Year
means Divine Chocolate
gets access to Davos and
other World Economic
Forum events.

This diverse programme included a 
conference in Rome, organised by the
UN’s FAO and Twin, on gender equality 
in agriculture, and a Parliamentary 
Committee meeting on the SDGs. 
Communications Director Charlotte
Borger spoke on behalf of Divine at a
Brussels Policy Briefing on Fairtrade 
and sustainability.
Sophi was profiled in The Grocer – the

key publication for the UK grocery sector,
and in Austria’s Die Presse where there 
is growing interest in social enterprise. 
Divine’s influence in international social 
enterprise was acknowledged and 

celebrated with the prestigious Schwab
Foundation Social Entrepreneur of the
Year Award, presented at the World 
Economic Forum conference in China �

Above right: Charlotte Borger
represents Divine at a Brussels
Policy Briefing on Fairtrade
Right: Brent Labour MP Dawn
Butler joined Divine for the 
social enterprise fair at Lexi
Cinema on Social Saturday

“Divine is a fantastic brand which champions ensuring cocoa 
farmers are paid fairly for their crop and this resonates completely
with Waitrose values. And on top of that the chocolate is 
delicious so customers can enjoy it almost guilt free!”
Emma Sayer, Waitrose Confectionery Buyer

BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Divine has a commitment to continuously monitor our supply chain and find 
opportunities to reduce its environmental impact. This year we can report that all 
packaging of product delivered by our main manufacturing partner Weinrich is now
FSC certified. In addition all our Easter packaging is now FSC, as well as the Mint 
and Ginger Thins boxes, the Advent Calendar cartons and SRPs. FSC stock is 
being specified for future product development.

ADVOCACY
Divine Chocolate has an important role as a champion for social enterprise, as well 
as a Fairtrade leader. Divine’s CEO Sophi Tranchell ensures that throughout the 
year she takes up opportunities not only to raise the profile of Divine in national 
and international business forums, but also to be a powerful advocate for 
sustainable cocoa, and the need, more generally, for business and governments 
to meet the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).



Divine worked with Cabot on a diverse
programme of exciting promotions and 
offers. These featured recipes and tasting
guides, tempting consumers to try 
matching cheeses with chocolates, while
learning all about farmer-owned 
co-operatives. Other partners included 
Yogi Tea, Stonyfield organic yogurts, 
and Whole Planet Foundation to whom
Divine donated 5 cents per Advent 
Calendar sold. With each partner Divine
significantly grew its social media reach,
and ensured new audiences were sampling
and buying Divine Chocolate. The 
Christmas holiday season ‘25 Days of 
Divine’ promotion on Facebook was once
again a successful combination of offers
and intriguing insights into Divine’s 
Ghanaian roots, with the new ‘8 Divine
Nights’ providing a similar opportunity 
to engage the Jewish community via 
Fairtrade Judaica and T’ruah.

Divine also looks for ways to build its 
relationships with specific retailers.  
This year, for example, it ran the ‘Free Cart’ 
campaign with natural and organic 
grocery store Sprouts, paying for all the
groceries of one lucky winner who had 
Divine Chocolate in her shopping cart. 
A big year for Divine USA was 
acknowledged in the leading trade 
magazine Candy and Snack Today, 
with an excellent profile piece about 
the company.

The well-targeted marketing programme
provided support for a strong year in sales.
Divine USA Vice President of Sales, Troy
Pearley, says: “The team was able to build
on last year's momentum and deliver 10%
growth – that is $8.5m in sales. I anticipate
as a result of our current growth trend we
will gain everyday opportunities with 

national customers like Walgreen's and
Target in the near future. There will also 
be the opportunity to expand everyday 
distribution with existing customers like
Whole Foods, Harris Teeter, Books 
A Million, Ahold, Natural Co-ops and 
Specialty Independent Stores.” 
There was pleasing growth with 

existing national customers, including 
Whole Foods, Wakefern, and in Canada,
notably with Horizon and Ten Thousand
Villages. New business successes included
getting listings in 1,010 Publix supermarket
stores in the southeast, and in 60 Tops
supermarkets in the northeast.
Troy Pearley adds: “Both regional gains

helped solidify our grocery business on
the east coast. Now we can say we have
solid grocery distribution from Maine to
Florida. We are now doing business with
all of the larger east coast accounts.”
This year we said goodbye to Operations

Manager Tamsen Fricke and National 
Account Manager Amanda White. 
We thank them for being such excellent 
Divine ambassadors and for their 
great contributions to building Divine 
in the US�

Stateside success

The combination of a compelling sales proposition and creative low-cost marketing 
activity with well-chosen partners has delivered another profitable year in the US. 
One of the star collaborations this year was with Cabot Creamery, the successful brand
owned by a co-operative of 1,100 dairy farm families across New York and New England.

USA

Above left: Cabot Creamery's
Senior Vice President of 
Marketing Roberta 
McDonald and Divine CEO
Sophi Tranchell
Above: Chocolate and cheese
matching at the Divine/Cabot
Creamery event

SOCIAL STATISTICS
Facebook 

49,814 – up 14%
Twitter 

3,656 – up 13%
Instagram 

2,279 – up 105%

DIVINE ON SHOW
Divine set off for Anaheim, California, in March to 
exhibit at Expo West, the key show for the natural 
product sector. It was a great platform to launch the 
two new US flavours - Dark with Pink Himalayan 
Salt, and Dark Toffee with Sea Salt. Both bars were 
well received and to date they now have distribution 
in over 100 independent natural stores.
In May, Divine was Chicago-bound for the Sweets and 
Snacks Expo, a big show with a broader scope, with 
food, drug and mass retailer attendees. We presented 
our new bars to Cost Plus World Market and gained
national distribution on both bars in 400 plus 
locations. We also sold our Mint Thins to 1100 
Michael Crafts Stores locations for Christmas. 

“The team was 
able to build on last
year's momentum
and deliver 10%
growth – that is
$8.5m in sales”



Above: Kuapa women being
trained in screen printing
Above right: Women attend 
a Kuapa literacy class

AFR ICA

PIONEERING LABOUR PRACTICES
For the last two years Divine has been supporting Kuapa Kokoo to
understand and respond to issues arising from the growing number
of tenant farmers working on its members’ farms. Kuapa Kokoo
members farm on average just 2.6 hectares of land, but as they get
older and farming becomes more input-intensive, many are choosing
to employ others on a long-term basis to manage their cocoa trees

and take a share of the production as payment. In 2013, delegates at Kuapa
Kokoo’s AGM voted to pilot a formal, written tenancy contract with members
as a way of regularising and monitoring the terms and conditions of such
labour arrangements. Two years later 130 member/tenant pairs have signed
this contract, supported by labour committees established in 23 communities
to oversee contract administration and mediate any disputes. The pilot will be
evaluated at the end of 2016 and rolled out more widely in 2017. 

Divine impact

WESTERN REGION FOCUS
Over the last year Divine has
supported an intensive 
programme in two Kuapa 

Districts to see if we can really make an
impact on farmer livelihoods by increasing
the yield and quality of cocoa. This 
work has been jointly funded by 
CORIP (Cocoa Rehabilitation and 
Intensification Programme). 
The PS&D fund has established two Rural
Service Centres in Dadieso and Wasa
Akropong, deep in the Western Region of
Ghana, where the majority of Ghanaian
cocoa is produced. They were selected as
model societies for these Service Centres
as they have a high percentage of Kuapa
membership, and active women’s groups. 
The team renovated old buildings, 

providing internal fixtures, staff and office
systems. Each centre has a shop offering
cost-price fertilisers, pesticides, farm tools
and equipment. There is an agricultural 
extension team of 106 lead farmers 

Alongside paying a Fairtrade premium to farmers and giving them a share of the profits, 2% of 
Divine’s annual turnover is invested in the Producer Support and Development fund (PS&D). This
directly funds specific Kuapa projects, with a proportion also going towards projects with farmers
in other areas of Africa.These initiatives are aligned with the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals,
for example delivering training, help with governance, and schemes to promote gender equality
and land rights. The PS&D programme is delivered in association with Divine’s partner Twin.

 

 

(75 men, 31 women), who have been
trained in good agricultural practices. Each
lead farmer has a target to train at least 
42 other farmers at farmer field schools.  

LAND RIGHTS AND OWNERSHIP
Many smallholder farming families around
the world do not hold formal rights to their
land, which means they often lack access
to the technical and financial services they
need to improve their livelihoods. With 
co-funding and support from CORIP, 
Twin is working with Landmapp, a mobile 
platform to provide rural communities 
with affordable land rights documentation,
which helps smallholder farmers to 
establish their rights to land and prevents
future disputes. Mapping the land also
brings the added benefit of increased data
about smallholder cocoa farms, enabling
Kuapa Kokoo to deliver improved services
to its members.

LITERACY PROJECT UPDATE
June 2016 marked the end of the second
year of the adult literacy pilot project at
Kuapa Kokoo. Low levels of literacy among
women has prevented them from 
participating actively in Kuapa Kokoo, in
particular in positions of responsibility and
leadership. At the beginning of the project,
over 60% of the learners had less than one
year of schooling. In the second phase, 274
members attended literacy and numeracy
classes, of which the majority (69%) were
women. Members took part in classes 
tailored to their educational background
and interests. As a result of the classes,
learners have been finding day-to-day
tasks easier and gaining confidence. For
example, members report being able to
help their children with homework, read 
instructions on a fertiliser container or
medicine bottle and complete basic 
accounting for their small businesses�

GHANA

Zones: 25
Member farmers: 1152

RURAL SERVICE CENTRES
In Western Ghana

Zones: 36
Member farmers: 2696

Dadieso
Wasa Akropong



Top: Sugar farmer Marita
tends her sugar cane 
Above: Irrigation channels on
a Kasinthula sugar cane farm 

COCOA FROM UGANDA
Divine’s development partner,
Twin, has been supporting
Rwenzori Farmers Co-operative

Union (RFCU) in diversifying their 
Fairtrade organic vanilla business. 

In the fertile Rwenzori
Mountains, five of
RFCU’s 14 primary 
co-operatives, 
representing 614 
farmers, produce
cocoa alongside 
vanilla. As part of this 
programme, the RFCU
training team has 

established 30 demonstration plots to
showcase good practices and support
members in making sustainable changes
on their farms. As a result members are 
beginning to tackle big environmental
challenges like soil erosion. Over the last 
twelve months RFCU has also focused on 
expanding the capacity of their micro-
stations so they can ferment and dry more
cocoa, as well as improve the quality. 
Since February 2014 they have sold five 
containers (62.5MT) of cocoa, generating
US$12,500 in Fairtrade premium. The 
organisational capacity of the 
co-operative also continues to grow. 
They have developed a gender strategy
and are working with a like-minded 
organisation to guide collaboration in
cocoa production, processing and trade�

SUGAR FARMERS AT RISK
All the sugar in Divine 
Chocolate is Fairtrade certified
and comes from the Kasinthula

Cane Growers Association (KCG), a 
smallholder canegrowers collective in 
the Shire River Valley District of 
Chikwawa in the south of Malawi. 
We keep in contact with this supplier of
another of our key ingredients, and have 
been delighted to welcome farmer 
representatives from Kasinthula at the 
Divine office in London, where they have
the opportunity to hear more about Divine
and Kuapa Kokoo, and taste the chocolate
they help to make. Sugar cane growers
around the world are facing big 
challenges, both from major changes in
climate, and from changes to the 
European Sugar Regime which will come
into force soon, making sugar from the 
developing world much less competitive
with European supplies of beet sugar.
Kasinthula farmer Henry Matenda 

recently sent us a series of updates about
how he and his fellow farmers were faring
after a year of floods, followed by drought.
“Floods covered the whole sugar cane
fields so for a long period of time we were
not able to care properly for the crop,
which has led us not to produce expected
yields. It is a bad year for we the farmers
and Malawi as a whole.”
Fields submerged underwater is not 

the only problem flooding creates. As
Henry explains: “Besides, the floods
brought sandy soil into the river which
stops the irrigation pumps from working
and damages them as well.” 
Now faced with drought this year, the

Kasinthula farmers are without pumps to
irrigate the fields. “We need to look for
funds to remove sand from the river as
well as to replace pumps so as to have
enough water flowing into sugar cane
fields - because after facing floods we
then did not receive rainfall this year. 
To pump water requires electricity, which
in Malawi comes from hydroelectric power,
and so the drought this year means there
is little power – a problem for us 
and for the whole country�”

Above: Henry Matenda, 
sugar farmer and member 
of Kasinthula Cane Growers 
Association
Left: Gertrude Birungi 
from the Rwenzori Farmers
Co-operative Union 
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GIVING PRODUCERS A VOICE
In June 2016 Twin hosted a conference,
jointly with the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the United Nations and the
Royal Tropical Institute in Amsterdam, on
“Promoting inclusive and gender-sensitive
producer organizations and investments in
coffee and cocoa value-chains". 
Representatives from Kuapa Kokoo and
RFCU attended to share their experiences
with 50 participants from producer groups,
government commodity boards, NGOs,
donors, academia and the private sector. 
Divine and Kuapa Kokoo (represented by
Mabel Tagoe) provided inspiration for how
women farmers could be supported to be
leaders. Recommendations for how we 
could work together in future to strengthen
our work in gender included ideas such 
as: further opportunities to promote farmer 
initiatives to influential 
audiences, developing 
an online community to 
exchange knowledge 
and tools, and 
organising south-south 
exchange programmes. 



We have come to the end of a two-year 
Child Rights Project in rural Ghana funded
by Comic Relief. The project brought cocoa
farmers’ children together at a big ‘Kids
Camp’, featuring a series of workshops and
interactive sessions where the young people
discussed and debated their position in 
society. The energy generated by this event
and its main learnings were used to engage
with the whole community and help ensure
children are heard and respected. 
Our monitoring and evaluation of the 
project showed that:
� The project was successful in shifting 
attitudes around child rights across the
whole community, with substantial increases
in the number of people reporting that 
children are more respected participants in 
decisions that affect their lives. 
� Local Action Groups have formed and met
regularly, learnt to keep records of meetings
and activities, identified children at risk and
taken action to help them, and engaged 
with project staff to plan appropriate 
interventions to support local livelihoods.
� The number of hours that children are
working on farms did not decrease overall,
but the type of work has shifted from heavy,
more dangerous activities to lighter, more
age appropriate tasks.

� The educational data shows that the 
project led to more children being enrolled 
in the community schools. This caused 
short-term disruption in attainment and 
attendance, but led to improved results 
in the longer term. 
� The qualitative evidence shows better
teaching practices and more engagement
with schools across the community.
During the year we also developed more
content for the Pa Pa Paa LIVE website, 
including a video created by the children at
Bayerebon 3 to tie in with the ‘Fairtrade
Breakfast’ national campaign theme for 
Fairtrade Fortnight 2016. The children gave
their own guide to breakfast in Ghana, which
was shown and shared by schools and 
Fairtrade groups across the country.

Our Pa Pa Paa teaching resources website
on Fairtrade and cocoa has been updated
and improved. 

*Source: Oxfam

At the end of our financial year we saw 
the citizens of the UK vote to leave the 
European Union, a trading union that has
delivered peace and prosperity for nearly
50 years. This was a shock for all of us, in
practical ways like the impact on the value
of sterling, but also in the very acute 
realisation that ‘business as usual’ was not
delivering for a significant proportion of
people in Britain. While change is always
difficult it is also an opportunity. 
It has put trade back on the agenda and

presented a new opportunity to consider
what a fair trade deal would look like, for
us and the countries we want to trade
with. It has to be mutually beneficial; 
countries like Britain can no longer flex
their muscles. We now appreciate that if
we want to build our economy through 
export, to create jobs and opportunity
here, we will need to build trading 
relationships on the basis of trust and 
respect. We could start with trading 
deals with some of the poorest countries
in the world to ensure that they have 
access to our market, delivering the food
that we need and enjoy, while earning a 
decent income for their people. 

There have also been some significant
agreements: the Paris Climate 
Agreement tying governments to a 2% 
rise in temperature, and the Sustainable 
Development Goals, a universal call to 
action to end poverty, protect the planet
and ensure that all people enjoy peace
and prosperity. They both offer a 
framework for governments and 
businesses to commit to working 
together to address the most urgent 
issues of our times. 
At Divine we will be reviewing our 

business to see how we can improve our
practices to contribute further to these
goals. We will continue to champion the
work that Kuapa Kokoo has done to 
empower women and improve the 
income of its members. We will develop
more products and create dynamic 
partnerships to enable more consumers 
to discover Divine. We will work with 
others in the Fairtrade community to 
ensure the definition of sustainable cocoa
includes sustainable income for small-
holder farmers, and continue to 
demonstrate what doing business
differently really means�

Below: Children taking
part in the Kuapa Kokoo
Child Rights Project

Looking forward
In a world where 62 people own as much as the poorest half 
of the world's population*, the need for companies like Divine

that seek to address inequality by developing radically different 
models of business is more urgent than ever.

Trading Visions is an
educational and 
campaigning charity 
set up to build on the
award-winning 
Fairtrade education
work undertaken in
partnership between
Divine Chocolate, 
Comic Relief and
Kuapa Kokoo. 

“

“

 

Sophi Tranchell



Divine Group Turnover 12,062 12,592 
Cost of sales (7,824) (8,557)

Gross profit 4,238 4,035 

Administrative expenses (3,871) (3,449)
Other operating income 17 32 
Gains/(Losses) from future 203 (172)
forward exchange contracts

Operating profit 587  446 

Interest payable (76) (103)
Interest receivable 2 2 
Foreign Exchange Movement 39
on Investments

Profit Before Tax 513 384 

Taxation (70) (65)

NET PROFIT  443  319 

Other Comprehensive Income 107 27
Total Comprehensive Income 550 346

12 months to 
June 2015

£000s

12 months to 
June 2016

£000s

These summary financial
highlights for the year
ended June 2016 have
been prepared under
FRS102 for the first time
and so the figures for 2015
have been adjusted to 
reflect a true and fair 
comparison. They do not
constitute statutory 
financial statements for
the periods ended 30 June
2015 and 30 June 2016.

The reports of the auditor
on the statutory financial
statements for the above
periods were unqualified.
The statutory accounts 
for the 12 months ended
30 June 2016 have been 
delivered to the Registrar
of Companies in the UK.

For further information,
the full Directors' Report
and the full statutory 
accounts containing the
audit report for the period
ended 30 June 2016 
should be consulted. 

Summary Financial Highlights
Profit and Loss Account for the 
12 months ending 30 June 2016

IMPACT INDICATORS

Producer support (£000s) 241 202

Producer dividend & interest (£000s) 69 50

Fairtrade social premium (cocoa) ($000s) 176 204

Fairtrade social premium (sugar) ($000s) 18 19

Tonnes of Fairtrade cocoa beans used 882 1020

Tonnes of Fairtrade sugar used 307 320

Tonnes of Fairtrade almonds used 6.1 4.2

Tonnes of Fairtrade mangos used 2.6 2.5

“It has always been our aim to source as many Fairtrade ingredients as possible 
for our products, thereby delivering benefits to an increasing number of farmers, 
and offering an expanding range of exciting flavour combinations to chocolate
lovers. We are now sourcing from seven different countries worldwide and this
year we have for the first time included details of the Fairtrade ingredients we are
buying in our Impact Indicators. Each ingredient attracts a different Fairtrade 
social premium – we have given the figures for sugar here as an example.”
Sophi Tranchell Divine Group, CEO

Sugar farmer Marita from
Kasinthula Cane Growers
Association, Malawi

 



DIVINE GROUP DIRECTORS

Sophi Tranchell 
Group CEO 

David Upton 
Financial Director

THE DIVINE TEAM UK

Jean-Paul Pelaez
Sales Director 

Charlotte Borger 
Communications Director

Charlotte Green
Marketing Director

David Balhuizen 
Head of Operations 

Tom Pick/Jay Butcher 
National Account Manager 

Wendy Rowan/Steve Rudkin 
National Account Manager 

Gemma Hood 
PR and Social Media Manager 

Lisa Storey 
Marketing Assistant 

Matt Newell
Operations Co-ordinator 

Paul Dennis 
Finance Manager 

Sarah Sojinrin/Ade Alli 
Accounts Assistant

Hannah Bowrey 
New Product Development
Co-ordinator

Natasha Procter 
PA to Group CEO/ 
Office Manager 

Laura Perratt 
Receptionist/Admin Assistant 

Kika Williamson
Special Projects 

THE DIVINE TEAM USA 

Troy Pearley
Vice President of Sales

Molly Skelly
Chief Financial Officer

Tamsen Fricke/
Ayomide Meletoyitan
Operations Manager

Amanda White
National Account Manager

Steve Barrella
Eastern Region Manager

Reno Yanes
Natural Sales Manager

Paula Luxenberg
Business Development 
Manager

Liz Miller
Marketing Manager

Eugenia Herrera/Deirdre Lee
Bookkeeping

TRADING VISIONS 

Tom Steele 
Policy and Projects Manager 

Roxy Rocks-Engelmann 
Consultant

www.papapaa.org 
www.tradingvisions.org 

PS&D LIAISON TEAM AT TWIN 
Hannah Davis
Senior Project Manager

A BIG THANK YOU 
To all the staff, board and
members of Kuapa Kokoo
To our Divine Chocolateers
David Greenwood-Haigh, 
Erik Houlihan-Jong, 
and Gloria Lilley

To the creative people 
who make Divine look 
as good as it tastes: 
Andy Simpson, Stephen 
Waterhouse, Hilary Moore,
Together Design, 
Lee Newham, Chocolate 
Films, Lion Creative, 
Ian Tuttle, Luke J Albert,
Stephen Bond

Temporary interns and 
volunteers at Divine: 
Yaa Adanse-Pipim and 
Rebecca Langham 

Divine Chocolate Limited 
4 Gainsford Street 
London SE1 2NE 
Telephone: 020 7378 6550 
Fax: 020 7378 1550 
www.divinechocolate.com 
info@divinechocolate.com 

Divine Chocolate Inc 
www.divinechocolate.com/us

Company Number
03433202 (England & Wales)

Registered Office
4 Gainsford Street 
London SE1 2NE 

Auditors
Moore Stephens LLP
Chartered Accountants 
and Statutory Auditor
150 Aldersgate Street
London EC1A 4AB

Bankers 
National Westminster Bank Plc 
15 Bishopsgate 
London EC2N 3NW

BOARD DIRECTORS 
Fatima Ali 
Richard Anstead
James Averdieck 
Tor Gull 
Jamie Hartzell 
Paul Langley 
Nicolas Mounard 
Michele Settle
Larry Solomon 
Pauline Tiffen 
Sophi Tranchell 
David Upton
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